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INTRODUCTION
In July 2019 the London Market Group published its
‘Seeking new trading opportunities’ report, a set of
trading ambitions to drive the London Market’s next
phase of growth.
We’ve already enjoyed considerable influence in shaping
UK trade policy on our target markets and succeeded
in building a confidence in the UK Government that the
London Market is a valuable partner in delivering its
policy objectives, whether advising on the technical
aspects of the negotiations or providing innovative
solutions to deepen trade ties.
This document provides a report back to the market
on the progress that has been made, the successes
achieved so far and outlines our future activity.

PRIORITY MARKETS

an exemplar for future financial services-based
trade agreements. We have been working with
the Treasury on a new regulatory arrangement
for Swiss insurance firms – proposals set out in a
market update in June 2020 - which has secured
support in Parliament. The London Market Group
was invited by the Chancellor to attend the virtual
signing of the June statement committing both
nations to negotiating a bilateral financial services
agreement. More recently we were invited to
join the industry day of the Financial Dialogue in
September to present our solutions to our Swiss
counterparts.

The London Market continues to perform well in the
priority markets identified in the 2019 report, gaining
further inroads as a result of the close collaboration
between the London Market Group and UK
Government.
•

North America has replaced the UK and Ireland
as the London Market’s biggest source of income,
constituting 36% - or $39.6bn - of gross written
premium1. The London Market Group is playing
a central role in influencing negotiations between
the UK and US after we were asked by Ministers
to be part of the Government’s Financial Services
Expert Trade Advisory Group (FS ETAG) which is
advising HM Treasury and the Department for
International Trade on the US-UK negotiations. We
also contributed to a document produced by
TheCityUK on UK-US regulatory co-operation.

•

Within Latin America, Brazil remains the focus of
activities, given it represents half of the insurance
market in the region. The London Market Group
has supplied the UK Government with in-depth
market analysis to support its engagement with
Brazil to encourage greater market access for UK
firms. London Market Group member
associations have been involved in the
development of a Department for International
Trade promotional document highlighting the
recent regulatory changes in Brazil.

•

Switzerland continues to be a focus for the
London Market. The ongoing Financial Dialogue
negotiations between the UK and Switzerland
present a great opportunity not only to deepen
trade ties with a valued trading partner, but
to deliver an agreement which could provide

•

In the Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
sharia compliant insurance continues to be in
strong demand. The London Market Group has
promoted the work of London Market firms
that provide this specialist cover, including the
production of a promotional brochure.

•

ASEAN countries are growing in importance
for London Market business, as countries such
as Indonesia rapidly industrialise. The London
Market Group was part of a trade delegation
to Indonesia and Malaysia alongside the Lord
Mayor of London to promote London’s unique
offer, meeting with Ministers, regulators and
businesses. We continue to engage with in-country
UK Government officials, Members of Parliament,
the UK-ASEAN Business Council and the British
Chamber of Commerce. Our latest activity is to
hold a virtual roundtable with major businesses
in Indonesia to promote the value of London’s
cyber insurance offer. Another key element of
our activity is contributing to the UK Foreign,
Commonwealth & Development Office’s Trade
Review, a precursor to more formal trade talks.

1. https://lmg.london/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/London-Matters-2020-Digital-1.pdf
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WHAT NEXT ?
•

Continue to shape the Government’s approach to
third country trade through our membership of the
Financial Services Expert Trade Advisory Group
and governmental and parliamentary activity,
drawing attention to how the London Market is
major export industry that can support the UK
Government’s trading ambitions.

•

Continue to provide innovative solutions to the UK
Government to grow trading opportunities,
including the London Market Group’s idea for a
light-touch branch regime – presented in the
market-facing document on building UK-Swiss
insurance trade –which will continue to be
promoted as a template for the UK’s engagement
with valued trading partners.

•

Maintain momentum with campaigns to promote
market innovations and ensure that the UK
Government positions the London Market as
an attractive market for foreign investment. This
includes our long-standing campaign to reintroduce
an international competitiveness duty, fostering
a domestic captive insurance market and taking
advantage of forthcoming Financial Services
legislation and anticipated regulatory reviews.

•

Engage across the whole range of UK Government
third-country negotiations through engagement with
officials from HM Treasury and the Department for
International Trade. The London Market Group will
continue to encourage the UK Government to
pursue maximum market access for firms including
mutual recognition of qualifications, reducing travel
and visa restrictions and protecting cross border
data flows.

ABOUT THE
LONDON MARKET
GROUP
The London Insurance Market leads the world in providing
specialty commercial insurance and four key market constituents
- the International Underwriting Association of London (IUA),
Lloyd’s, the Lloyd’s Market Association (LMA) and the London &
International Insurance Brokers’ Association (LIIBA).
The London Market Group is the only body which speaks
collectively for all practitioners in this significant market,
representing the views of insurance brokers, those insurers and
reinsurers operating within Lloyd’s, subsidiaries and branches of
overseas insurers and reinsurers operating in London as well as
the London Market operations of UK insurers – reflecting the full
extent of the Market.
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